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Test Case Management
Software

Test case management tool
to centrally organize and streamline your testing
process.Manage requirements, test scenarios and
suites, make and track test plans, get reports,
establish relationships between requirements
and test scenarios, track risks and bugs.

All in one pack
Establish relationships between releases,requirements, test
cases, and bugs. Attach risk score mapping to your
requirements to decide what to test first or do not release
without critical ones addressed.

Track all the work
Keep test execuiton history in detail with all the proof items
attached, such as screen shots or recordings. Record all changes
done at any attribute level with a timestamp and ownership info.

Designed to be part of agile development
Tight integaration with Jira, makes testing part of Agile
Development. As soon as bugs are discovered, related defects
can be created instantly in Jira so developers can act on it.

Benefits of test case manegement
Calculated risks make difference, when you make your test plan. Categorize your
test cases based on their risk and do not release your software without executing
the most critical test cases.

Write once execute several times
The central memory of your test
activities. Keep all your test cases and
scenarios with change history, and share
them between projects avoiding
rewriting effort.

Collaboration is the key

Keep track of your proofs

Answer the questions of Who, When,
What around testing, attach logs and
proof files to all your test activity.

Keep all different stakeholders of SDLC in sync, starting from testers and analysts to
developers. Accelerate communication in between. Knowledge grows when it is
shared.

Features

Intuitive Navigation

Custom Fields

Keep your requirements, test cases, releases
and executions in the way you prefer. Has
smart search option to reach what you are
looking for at the lightning speed.

Flexibility to add custom attributes to your
projects, requirements, test cases unique to
your own needs. Custom attributes would be
several types, Text, Date, Checkbox, e-mail etc.

Risk Score Display

Shortcuts to Speed Up

Attach risk values to each and very
requirement to make accurate go no-go
decisions for your releases.

Keyboard short cuts to speed up the end
user data entry. Options to key in your test
cases in free text format or in tabular format.

Real-Time Jira Integration

Instant Notifications

Has real-time integration with Jira defects,
issues, and releases.

Has instant notifications when any changes
occurs on the documents you work.

Custom Dashboards

Advanced Reporting

Create custom dashboards and share with
your team.

Get advanced reports with Visium query
builder.
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